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Device is designed to emulate periodical or single digital signals with different baud rates 
widely used in automotive designs: various sensors, older IMMO systems where one – way 
communication is used, seat occupancy sensors etc.

Power supply: +5 or +7...+15v, output is ISO 9141 Compatible.
To power device with 5v power source there must be both capacitors bridged as shown in picture. 

How to connect to enter configuration :

Jumper1 must be shorted! Use solder bridge for example



Launch software and choose correct COM port:

DATA : message - any HEX string up to 8 bytes long
STARTUP DELAY: time from power on to 1st message transmitted, x 0.004 ms (0<time<1.020s)
OPERATION MODE:

BIT 0:
xxxxxxx0 - fixed baud rates only, set by Jumper2 (open =8192 baud, closed =16384 baud, in 

both cases 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity, no inversion)
xxxxxxx1 - baud rates defined by BRR

BIT 1:
xxxxxx0x - output is not inverted (1= LOW level on line, 0= HIGH level, idle = HIGH level)
xxxxxx1x - output is inverted (1= HIGH level on line, 0= LOW level, idle = LOW level)

when using "inverted" mode take some attention that there is a HIGH level on line until
MCU powers up (some tens of miliseconds)   

BITS 2, 3, 4:
xxxxx1xx - parity ODD
xxxx1xxx - parity EVEN
xxx1xxxx - two stop bits

BIT 5:
xx0xxxxx – standart asynchronous protocol with start and stop bits
xx1xxxxx - no start and no stop bits used. DATA bits only are shifted out.

If BIT1 = 0 then all following bits are ignored, it has highest priority.
if BIT5 = 1 then bits 2,3,4 are ignored
if BIT2=1 and BIT3=1 then parity ODD is set

BAUD RATE: value = (10000000/(16 x desired baud rate)) - 1

it must be a 12 bit value  (if BIT5 is not set) in a range of 0x0010 to 0x0FFF,  
if BIT5 is set then it can be a 15 bit value in range 0x0010 to 0x7FFF to generate slower processes.

MESSAGE DELAY: time between 2 messages,  x 4 ms (0<time<1.020s)
BYTE DELAY: time delay between any 2 bytes in message,  x 0.1 ms (0<time<25.5ms)
REPEAT COUNT: repeats, from 0x01 to 0xFF. if set to 0x00 then message is transmitted continuously.  
LEN: message length, value is calculated automaticaly according to DATA entered.



EXAMPLE:

That’s a signal that we will try to emulate:

Message in better resolution:

What we can see in these 2 pictures:

1. DATA = 40 57 73 00 F6
2. Baud rate is 8192 baud, no parity, 8 data bits
3. Startup delay = 500ms
4. Message delay = 160 ms
4. Byte delay = 0 (or near that) 



Now let’s calculate what to write into emulator:

1. DATA: 40 57 73 00 F6 – no comments here….
2. Startup delay: must  be 500 ms, so we must write 7D (hex) what is equal to 125. 

125 x 4ms = 500ms
3. Mode: here we can use 2 possible options. We can use “configuration by jumper” in this case or manualy
configure all settings.

If “by jumper”: Mode = 00. 
But let’s try to configure manually.

BIT0 – we set to 1 in this case
BIT1 – output is NOT inverted, so must be 0
BIT2 and BIT3 – we don’t need any parity, so both = 0
BIT4 – we need only one stop bit (by default) in this case. 0.
BIT5 – we are using standart asynchronous protocol here, start and stop bits present. 0.

Result: 0000 0001 in binary, equal to 01 in hex.

4. Baud rate. Let’s make some arythmetics:
BRR = 10 000 000 /(16 * 8192)   -1 = 75.2939

Nearest integer value is 75 (decimal). What is equal to 4B hex. 
Baud rate we must write in is 004B

5. Message delay: must set to 160ms. 40 decimal -> 28 hex is a right choice.
6. Byte delay: 00, no any delay.
7. Repeat count: 00, from power ON till power OFF…. If we store here 01 for example, DATA will be sent only
once. 02 – twice. Etc.  

OK, that’s what we see:

Now we can press button STORE to write all these values into emulator.
Before testing don’t forget to remove solder bridge from JUMPER1…

WBR – RobinDAB

PS: that was DAEWOO IMMO emulator that we configured now …


